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Timeline in the course

Meetings Thursdays or Home exercises Project work
Wednesdays Fridays status

Week1 Speech features Classification Feature classifier Literature study
Oct 28-30 entry test Meet tutors Oct 28

Week2 Phoneme modeling Recognition Word recognizer Work plan
Nov 4-6 Meet tutors Nov 4

Week3 Lexicon and language Language model Text predictor Analysis
Nov 11-13 Meet tutors Nov 11

Week4 Continuous speech LVCSR Speech recognizer Experimentation
Nov 18-20 advanced search Meet tutors Nov 18

Week5 End-to-end ASR End-to-end End-to-end recognizer Preparing reports
Nov 25-27 Meet tutors Nov 25

Week6 Projects1 Projects2 Presentations
Dec 2-4

Week7 Projects3 Projects4 Report submission
Dec 9-11 Conclusion
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Content today

1.Preprocessing, features, GMM

2.Phonemes

3.HMM

4.Home exercise 2: Build a GMM-HMM system to 
recognize spoken words
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Review: computation of MFCC

y = wavread('yksi.wav');

s = spectrogram(y,hamming(400),240);

spec = sqrt(abs(s));

mfcc = D*log(1+M*spec);
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Review: speech recognition
-from beginning to end

Feature
extraction

Acoustic
modeling

Decoder

Language
modeling

Recognized
text

Speech
signal

Today:
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Content today

1.Preprocessing, features, GMM

2.Phonemes

3.HMM

4.Home exercise 2: Build a GMM-HMM system to 
recognize spoken words
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Description of speech sounds

 Speech can be written down using abstract units called 
phonemes

 Phonemes describe the sounds by the way they are 
produced by human

 Main classes:
 vowels: air flow is not obstructed
 consonants: air flow is partially or totally obstructed

 There are different writing systems, e.g. IPA (International 
Phonetic Alphabet)

 The phoneme sets differ depending on language
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Production of speech sounds

Picture from Huang's
text book (2001)
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IPA symbols for US English
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CMU Sphinx ASR system symbols

Picture by B.Pellom
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Acoustic model of speech

 Discussion: What speech units would suit for ASR?
 (how long, how many, language-dependence)
 (is the linguistic phoneme definition optimal?)

Why these discussions?
Learning happens, when:
+ brains are active and alert
+ new knowledge contradicts
your old believes 
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In ASR: Context-dependent 
phonemes

 Context independent model, Monophone /X/
 Example: three => th + r + iy
 does a phoneme sound the same in all contexts ?

 Context dependent model, Triphone /Left-X+Right/
 Example: three => sil-th+r   +   th-r+iy   +   r-iy+sil 
 25 phonemes => 25*25*25 = 15 625 triphones
 do all the contexts exist ?
 do all the contexts sound different ?
 can we share parts of the model between some 

contexts, e.g. beginning, center, middle part?
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Content today

1.Preprocessing and features, GMM

2.Phonemes

3.Hidden Markov Model

4.Home exercise 2: Build a GMM-HMM system to 
recognize spoken words
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Test what you remember from week 1

Individual test for everyone, now:

1. Go to https://kahoot.it with your phone/laptop

2. Type in the ID number you see on the screen (also in chat)

3. Give your REAL (sur)name

4. Answer the questions by selecting only one of the options

- There may be several right (or wrong) answers, but just pick one

- About 1 min time per question

5.  1 activity points for everyone + 0.2 per correct answer in time

- Kahoot score is just for fun, only the correct answers matter   
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Results of GMM classification?

 This is not yet speech recognition, not even phoneme 
recognition!

 How to utilize this in phoneme recognition?
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How to model a sequence of frames 
or phonemes?

Picture by B.Pellom

?
S  S  S  H  P  P  T  E  IY IY IY E S H CH 
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1.HMM is a system that 
has a set of operational 
states
2.From state i it moves to 
state j by probability a(ij)
3.Each state emits a 
characteristic sound signal
4.Signals are measured 
by feature vectors
5.The system's internal 
state is hidden, only the 
feature vectors are 
measured

Hidden Markov model

Picture by B.Pellom
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(S  S   S  H  P  P  T  E) 
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How to model a sequence of frames 
or phonemes?

?
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HMM as a phoneme model

Picture by B.Pellom(S  S  S H  P  P T) 
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HMM as a phoneme model

After segmenting each 
word sample into sounds, 
we find the set of feature 
vectors that represent a 
certain state
These feature vectors are 
used to model the outputs 
in the state (by GMM e.g.)
After modeling the states 
the HMM is ready for ASR

Picture by B.Pellom

(S  S   S  H  P  P  T  E) 
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GMM-HMM system

Each state emits 
sounds according to 
its GMM model
This generative 
model can be used for 
text-to-speech, too
The higher a(ii), the 
longer is the duration  

Picture by B.Pellom
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GMM-HMM system

Each state emits 
sounds according to 
its GMM model
This generative 
model can be used for 
text-to-speech, too

Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 3
  

Picture by B.Pellom
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GMM-HMM system

Picture by B.Pellom
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its GMM model
This generative 
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Basic operations with HMMs

1. Scoring: - How to compute the probability of the 
observation sequence for a model?

2. Decoding: - How to compute the best state sequence 
for the observations?

3. Training: - How to set the model parameters to 
maximize the probability of the training samples?
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GMM-HMM parameters

 Transition probability matrix a

 Transition probability between state i and j is a(i,j) 
 Observation probability function b of feature x is b(x), 

for example GMM:
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Basic operations with HMMs

1. Scoring: - How to compute the probability of the 
observation sequence for a model?

2. Decoding: - How to compute the best state sequence 
for the observations?

3. Training: - How to set the model parameters to 
maximize the probability of the training samples?

Article: Rabiner (1989), Tutorial on hidden Markov 
models and selected applications
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1. Scoring

Picture by B.Pellom
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Scoring directly

Picture by B.Pellom
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Scoring directly?

Picture by B.Pellom
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Using induction in a search network

Picture by S.Renals

1.Map words into phonemes and states
2.Construct a search network for all the states
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Forward algorithm

Picture by B.Pellom
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Forward step 2: Induction

Picture by B.Pellom
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Forward example

Picture by B.Pellom
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Exercise1: Forward algorithm
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2. Decoding

Picture by B.Pellom
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Viterbi algorithm

Picture by B.Pellom
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Viterbi step 2: Recursion

Picture by B.Pellom
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Exercise2: Viterbi search
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3. Training

 Forward-Backward algorithm (a.k.a. Baum-Welch):
 1. Initialize the model parameters (a,b)

 2. Use the model and Forward (or Backward) algorithm 
to compute the probability matrix P(state=i,time=t |a,b) 
for each sample

 3. Use P to enhance the model parameters:
 a(ij) : expected number of transitions from i to j
 b_i(o) : expected pdf of features in state i (weighted by P)

 4. Iterate from 2.
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Viterbi training

 Like Forward-Backward algorithm, but substitutes the 
sum operation by max

 Instead of summing probabilities over all HMM paths, 
only use the best path for each sample

 Like Viterbi decoding, but only the best alignment 
(segmentation) between the speech and text needed

 Simpler than F-B, but converges likewise to the (local) 
optimum

 “Hard alignment” in V, but “soft alignment” in F-B
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Context-dependent HMM

 Monophone HMM = context-independent phoneme

 three => th + r + iy
 Triphone HMM = context-dependent phonemes

 three => sil-th+r   +   th-r+iy   +   r-iy+sil 
 Difficult decisions needed in HMM design:

 How many models, states and Gaussians? 

 Share models between some triphones?

 Share states or Gaussians between models?
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HMM assumptions

1.The HMM topology is usually fixed, e.g. left-to-right

2.The state duration is exponentially distributed

3.The transition between states is independent of time 
and state history: - It only depends on the current state

4.The observations are independent of time and each 
other:  - They only depend on the current state
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Feedback

Now: Go to MyCourses > Lectures and fill in the feedback form.

Some of the feedback from the previous week:

+ interactive and interesting lecture

+ kahoot, audio samples and example calculations

- more details on features 

- kahoot took too much time

If possible, the microphone of the lecturer could be better.

I would like to choose my own project topic!

                                                              Thanks for all the valuable feedback!
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Summary of today

 Phonemes

 GMM and HMM

 Next meeting: Thu 10.15 – 12 or Fri 14.15 – 16:  Speech 
recognition by HTK toolkit

 check  http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk/docs/docs.shtml 

 This exercises is useful for most project works! 
 Next week:  Language models and lexicon
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Project work receipt

1.Form a group (3 persons)

2.Get a topic

3.Get reading material from Mycourses or your group tutor

4.1st meeting: Specify the topic, start literature study (DL Nov 8)

5. 2nd meeting: Write a work plan (DL Nov 11)

6. 3rd - 5th meetings: Perform analysis, experiments, and write a report

7.Book your presentation time for weeks 6 - 7 (DL Nov 27)

8.Prepare and keep your 20 min presentation

9.Return the report (DL Dec 11)

This
week

Check MyCourses > Projects to see your group, topic and tutor 
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Final project report

1.Abstract: (your working plan)

2.Introduction: (your literature review)
         - Remember to cite every article you read

3.Experiments: Describe what you did

4.Results: Describe the results you got

5.Conclusion: Your conclusion of the work

6.References: (list of articles that you read) 
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